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A precious jewel of Oriental culture, this project is based on the story of A Thousand 
and One Nights but here the ruler's psyche inspired the musicians. 

A combination of music and spoken word, Sheherazade alternates the interpretation of 
Iranian Piano Music by Layla Ramezan with the reading of the tale and improvisations on 
the Zarb and Santur by Keyvan Chemirani. 

Layla Ramezan’s sensitivity and sense of phrasing, combined with the power and 
virtuosity of her piano playing, lend this performance its nobility and singularity, while 
the warm, deep voice of Keyvan Chemirani intoxicated by his feverish fingers, plunge 
the listener into the warm desert wind and the golden heights of the Zagros Mountains. 

Click here for an extract of the work 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jr7nhhIWaZ0


Press excerpts

RTS2 "Versus" – Vincent Zanetti 
An incredibly beautiful discovery! 

WDR 3 Kulturradio – Babette Michel
A top score (five stars) in all the categories from WDR 3. Layla Ramezan reveals 
the different colors with the strongest presence! This language is new, it is honest 
and authentic!

O-Ton – Michael Zerban 
„The most beautiful moments arise almost when the sound of piano and percus-
sions are in common and a wonderful mixture of sounds of two cultures increases.“

RTS1 “Vertigo” - Florence Grivel
A beautiful journey!

Revue Musicale Suisse – Antonin Scherrer
A discovery, a beautiful revelation!

Gang Flow – Anne-Sandrine Di Girolamo 
Fabulous!



Biographies

Layla Ramezan, Piano 
For many years, Iranian pianist Layla Ramezan has been searching for 
and creating links between her Persian heritage and the contemporary mu-
sic that is a part of her daily life.

As a concert pianist, Layla performs regularly in France and Switzerland, 
as well as in many places further afield. She has recently appeared in 
recitals at the Collège des Bernadins in Paris, Carnegie-Mellon University 
in Pittsburgh, Victoria Hall in Geneva, Royal Irish Academy in Dublin, Aga 
Kahn Museum in Toronto, Roodaki Hall in Tehran, Hafez Hall in Shiraz, and 
at major festivals such as the Athénéennes in Geneva, the Schubertiade in 

Sion and the Alba Music Festival in Italy. Her concerts have been broadcast on Radio France, RFI, 
Radio Suisse Romande, NPO Radio Netherlands and CBC Radio Canada. 

Along with her solo projects, Layla has had the privilege to work with many prominent musicians 
such as William Blank, Helmut Deutsch, Jean-Claude Pennetier and Philippe Albera and has per-
formed with Jean-Marc Luisada, Eliane Reyes, Christophe Beau, Brigitte Balleys and Trio Chemi-
rani . She has also worked closely with composers such as Tristan Murail, Luis Naon, Nicolas Bo-
lens and Michael Jarrell.

As well as her interest in promoting her 
own cultural heritage, she has played for 
the United Nations in Geneva for a special 
event to raise awareness of violence 
against women organized by ten African 
ambassadors. 

Layla is currently preparing a four-part CD 
series on the Paraty label for her project, 
100 years of Iranian Piano Music. The first 
CD of this quartet, Iranian Composers 
from 1950, was released in January 2017, 
the second one, Sheherazade, in May 
2019.

Layla’s sound, her phrasing, her sensitivity to rhythm and a refined interpretation are the feature 
qualities of her piano playing. Her unique point of view has been formed by the intersection of two 
cultures, in both of which she feels comfortable. Layla is continually searching for new ways to ex-
press herself by allowing the oriental and occidental influences to inspire and complement each 
other. 

Layla started her piano studies in Tehran with Mustafa-Kamal Poutorab, before moving to Paris in 
2000 to study at the École Normale de Musique de Paris “Alfred Cortot” with Jean Micault and Devi 
Erlih with a scholarship. She also studied with Jacqueline Bourgès-Maunoury and Christophe Bu-
kudjian at the Conservatoire National de Saint-Maur des Fossés, where she obtained a diploma of 
Music Studies with high distinction. She then moved to Lausanne, Switzerland, where she current-
ly lives, obtaining two Master’s degrees in Interpretation and Collaborative Piano from the Haute 
École de Musique with Christian Favre and Marc Pantillon.

Layla Ramezan is a Laureate of the Engelberts Foundation for Art and Culture in Switzerland and 
the Albert Roussel Foundation in France.
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Keyvan Chemirani, Zarb and Santur 

Keyvan Chemirani was born in Paris in 1968. He grew up absorbing Oriental 
and Mediterranean music in the hills of Manosque, in the Alps of Haute-
Provence. 
His mentor was his father Djamchid Chemirani, who passed on knowledge of 
traditional music. Keyvan plays the Zarb (or Tombak), the Iranian Daf, the 
Udu, as well as the Bendir and the Riq.

Alongside his father Djamchid and his brother Bijan, he is part of the Chemi-
rani Trio, which appears around the world. Drawing on the Persian poetry 

which inspires the traditional rhythms, the Chemiranis compose and develop modern forms, in 
which the emphasis is on polyrhythms and a multiplicity of sounds.

A prolific and inquisitive musician, Keyvan Chemirani weaves novel connections between different 
musical cultures. He has collaborated with jazz musicians Louis Sclavis, Sylvain Luc, Didier Lock-
wood, Renaud Garcia-Fons and Omar Sosa, and with world musicians Ballaké Sissoko, Sokratis 
Sinopoulos, Anindo Chatterjee, Ross Daly, the Érik Marchand Trio and Thierry Robin.

He also works with Early Music ensembles: the Gilles Binchois Ensemble of Dominique Vellard; La 
Chapelle Rhénane, directed by Benoît Haller, with whom he recorded Heinrich Schütz’s Psalmen 
Davids; and Leonardo García Alarcón’s Cappella Mediterranea, with whom he performed Falvetti’s 
Diluvio Universale at the 2010 Ambronay Festival as a soloist.

In 2013, at Royaumont, he unveiled the first version of a project entitled “Rhythm Alchemy”.  The 
work takes the Chemirani family trio as a point of departure, with the added inclusion of percussion 
instruments of the Indian subcontinent and Western cultures. The focus is the continued explora-
tion of the relationship between music and prosody. The work explores the chanted rhythms of dif-
ferent cultures with the addition of two bowed instruments to support or exalt the musical structure. 
The additional musicians are Vincent Ségal, cello, and Sokratis Sinopoulos, lyre.

Keyvan Chemirani sees his musical journey as one which gradually transforms the Persian musi-
cal heritage received from his father Djamchid Chemirani into multifaceted performances. Iranian 
percussion instruments serve as a syntax which allows him to be creatively involved in the oral and 
written music of the entire world. At 50 years of age, he is now able teach the legacy of the oral 
tradition in turn, while bearing in mind a contemporary ambition.


